


WHOLESALE BROCHURE



OUR PROFILE

 

We deal with natural products that our alternatives to plastic and single use

products. 

We believe in promoting sustainable living, educating people, and encouraging

them to be a part of a community which helps in bringing about change.

We want to change the stereotype and make natural products more accessible

and affordable.

We encourage customers to make better choices so that we can transition

towards a zero-waste lifestyle and have a better future.

Revive is a one stop shop for all things eco-friendly. 

 

 

 



WHY CHOOSE US?

 

Let's make a difference and be part of this green revolution, by using products that

adhere to the core values of nature. By using our products listed below, you can be

part of  the change and add value to your space in the right way. Joining hands

together will help build awareness and give you an insight into our eco-world. 

 

We assure that you are in the right direction, to BE THE CHANGE!

 

 

 



PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Alternate to single use carry bags
Holds upto 15kg of weight
Comes with 6 interior pouches
and holds upto 2 kgs each
Ensures convenient transport

 
 
Large Vegetable carry bag
14" X 13"

VEGETABLE BAG



PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Alternate to single use produce
bags
The breathable fabric helps keeps
produce fresh
Comes as 6 bags in 3 different
sizes

 
Large  13" X 15 "
Medium 10" X  12"
Small 7" X 9"
 

PRODUCE BAG



PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Alternate to plastic files
Made from 100% recycled paper
Can hold documents from visiting
cards to A4 size sheets

 
 
 

KRAFT PAPER FILE



PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Alternate to wooden pencils
These pencils are made from 100%
recycled paper.
The end of each pencil contains
seeds that are plantable.
Each pencil is infused with aromas of
fruits - Mango, Strawberry,
Pineapple, Vanilla & Orange

 
5 variants of organic non - GMO seeds
 
 

FRUIT PENCIL



PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Alternate to wooden pencils
These upcycled pencils are made
from newspapers
The end of each pencil contains
seeds that are plantable
The ideal for personal use or as gifts
for anyone looking at sustainable
options

 
5 variants of organic non - GMO seeds

NEWSPAPER PENCIL



PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Alternate to plastic pens
Made from 100% recycled paper and
95% plastic free
The end of each pen contains seeds
that are plantable
The ideal for personal use or as gifts
for anyone looking at sustainable
options

 
5 variants of organic non - GMO seeds
 

PENS



PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Alternate to single use cutlery
Made from natural wood, except the
straw cleaner head
Comes with a handy foldable cotton
pouch, which makes it easy for
travel.

 
1 X Spoon
1 X Fork
1 X Knife
1 X Chopstick pair
1 X Steel straw
1 X Straw Cleaner

BAMBOO TRAVEL CUTLERY SET



PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Alternate to single use cups/mugs
Made from bamboo fiber and corn starch
These mugs are durable and dishwasher
safe
Comes with a hard bamboo fibre lid with
lock system to prevent leakage and spill
Recyclable silicone grip provides
additional protection against heat

 
 
 
 
 

BAMBOO FIBER COFFEE MUG



PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Alternate to single use cups
Made from natural coconut shell
100% natural and sustainable
Coconut shells are cut, sanded and
polished with coconut oil to turn them
into these earthy bowls. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

OVAL COCONUT CUP



PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Alternate to single use bowls
Made from natural coconut shell
100% natural and sustainable
Coconut shells are cut, sanded and
polished with coconut oil to turn them
into these earthy bowls. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

V Cut BOWLS



PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Alternate to single use bowls
Made from natural coconut shell
100% natural and sustainable
Coconut shells are cut, sanded and
polished with coconut oil to turn them
into these earthy bowls. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NATURAL BOWLS



PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Alternate to plastic loofahs
Made from natural konjac dietary fiber
Deep cleanses and helps remove dead
skin cells

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

KONJAC BODY SPONGE



PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Made from natural konjac dietary fiber
Deep cleanses and helps remove dead
skin cells from the face
Based on your skin type, you can choose
the one that suits you.

 
Green tea
Red Clay
Bamboo Charcoal

 
 
 
 

KONJAC FACE SPONGE



PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Alternate to buds with plastic wand
Made from bamboo & cotton
Eco-friendly and a sustainable way 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BAMBOO COTTON BUDS



PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Alternate to single use cotton pads
Made from soft, natural, organic, special
fabric bamboo
Super soft pads are suitable for all skin
types; from dry to oily skin
Anti-bacterial, Water absorbent &amp;
Oil free

 
 
 
 

MAKEUP REMOVER PAD



PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Alternate to single use cotton pads
Made from soft, natural, organic, special
fabric bamboo
Super soft pads are suitable for all skin
types; from dry to oily skin
Anti-bacterial, Water absorbent &amp;
Oil free
To make it easy to differentiate, our
brushes are stamped with 4 different
logos

 
 
 

KIDS TOOTHBRUSH



PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Alternate to single use cotton pads
Made from soft, natural, organic, special
fabric bamboo
Super soft pads are suitable for all skin
types; from dry to oily skin
Anti-bacterial, Water absorbent &amp;
Oil free

 
 
 
 

ADULTS TOOTHBRUSH



Made from recycled paper infused
with seeds hence making them
plantable. Be it any occasion, we have
just the right choice to go zero waste.

Wedding cards
Visiting card
Holiday card
Thank you card
Product tags
Envelopes
Wrist bands
Coasters
Notebook

SEED PAPER



GREEN IMPACT

 

DILIGENT RESEARCH

 
UNIQUE PRODUCTS

 

WE MAKE YOU
STAND OUT

TAILOR MADE SOLUTIONS

 



WE ARE SOCIAL

FACEBOOK

@lets.revive

INSTAGRAM

@lets.revive

PINTEREST

@letusrevive
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OFFICE
#129, Govindappa Road,

Basavanagudi,
Bangalore 560004

EMAIL

sales@letsurevive.com

LET'S WORK TOWARDS A
BETTER FUTURE!


